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The Fragmentation of Religious Authority:
Islamic Print Media in Early 20th Century Indonesia
Abstrak: Ulnnn berperan menentuknn dalnm perkentbangnn Islam.
Merekn ndalah "penerjemal{' ajnrnn Islant unttLk konteks loknl, drut
selanjutnya iktLt menentuksn corak keberagamaan MtLslim. Peran inilah
ynng kemudinn dikennl sebngni "pinlnrtg budayn" (cultural broker).
Pesantren ynng nrcreka pintpin,besertn penq{LLasaallkhaznnahkitab ktnting,
ntertLpaknn basis ittstitttsi ulnnn. Setting pedesnan pesnntrerL ntentperbesar
pernn dnn otoritcts ulans nrclanrpaui zuilnynh kengnnnan. Merekn jugn
terlibnt dnlnm persoalan-personlnn sosial- politik kaun MtLslint.
Di Indonesin, proses konsolidasi tLlanta berlangsLu'rg denikintt intensif
padn akhir abad ke-79. Periode tersebut ditnndni dengan meningkntnyn
jwnlnh pesantren dan tnrekat, tersebnntyn kitab ktnting, dnn htLbutgnn
erat dengnn Mekknh. Pengalnnnn sebngni konumitns lar.ui-Muslint
Ittdonesin ynng tinggnl utttk mentniut ihttu di Mekknlt-ntenjndi snlnl'L
sntu fnktor penting yang iktLt n'LemperktLat ruibszua ulsn'Ln. Pndn periode
ittL puln peran politik tLlama, sebagai satu kektLatnn nrcnentang koloninl-
isme, bisa dililnt.
Artikel ini nrcnfuahas satu periode historis di nmnn perat tLlana di
cttns nuilni bertLbnh.Ini herlangsung pndn ntunl nbnd ke-20, sant nndenisnsi
yang didorong kebijnkan Politik Etis kolonisl Beladn telah ntelnhirknn
cornk nnynrctknt baru yang berbasis di perkotann. Di sirti, kawtr MtLslint
tidak hnnyn hidtLp dnlnm suasrnln bartL nndern, tnpi jugn nkrnb bersenttLhnn
dengan gngnsan kentnjuan (progress). Bersnnmnn dengnn ittt, konnmitas
larui di Mekkah juga nnLlai berubah. Sebagian dnri nrcreka nttLlai tertarik
dengnn gngnsan penfunhartLan Islan'L di Kniro, Mesir. Dan junlah nterekn
meningknt padn 1920-nn, ynng selnnjutnya melnhirkan genernsi bartL
MtLslim (kstmt ntttda), yang nlerlyLLnraknn perlmtya pentbnhnrunn Islnnt
gLmn ffiencapai kennjuan. Genernsi bnru kntmt MtLslim inilnh ynng nnLlni
menggeser pernn trndisional ulnnn dalnm pentbentuknn wacaiTa intelektual
Islam di Indonesin. Snlnh sntu bukti penting dnri proses ini ndnlnh nrcdia
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c e t ak- dal a m b ent t Lk j un1 aI, k0 r an, d an b tLku-y an I n 1 e n j a di p en'Lb ah ns nn
artikel ini.
Dnlnm Inl ini, al-Imam di SingnptLra (7906-1908) dnn al-Munir dl
Padang (1911-1916) ndalah jurnal pertanln yang dibahas. JtLrnnI mi diter-
bitkan sebagai corong wtuk gerakan penfunhartLnn Islam di Asia Tenggnrn.
Maka, pengnnLh Kairo melalui jurnal al-Manar oleh Mtthnmnnd 'Abduh
dan Rsshrd Rida tlemikinn kuat, khustLsnya al-Imam. Ini bisa dilihnt bnik
dnri stLsutnn redsksional, dipegang ciltmmi Kniro, nutLptm stLbstansi corak
penyajinn. Tidnk sedikit ttLlisnn dnlnm al-Imam berupa terjenuhnn dari
al-Manar. Selnin itu, yang terpenting, al-Irnarn dan al-Munir nlenya'
jiknn penikirnn Islnm yang berbeda dnri para ilnnn di ptesantrert.
Penerbitan medis cetnk selanjutnya dilnktLksn oleh hantpir senlua
organisnsi Islam padn azual abnd ke-20. Didorong kegiatan serLtpa oleh elit
boru hqsil didikan sekolah ntodern, knlnngan pentbaharu Islnnt telnh
ntenjndiknn nrcdin cetak sebagai salnh satu agenda utama ntereka. Sareknt
lslam (SI), Muhantnndiyah, dnn Persis menerbitknn sejunlah jurnnl
dan hnrinn. Bintang Isiam (L923) dnn Bendera Islam (1924) ndnlah
dun di nntara ntedis cetnk yang diterbitkat tokoh SI dnt MrLluntnudiynh.
D i s nn ry in g it u, kitn n rcncst st Inhirny a mt ar n I ain AdIL, Panj taran Amal,
al-Chair dnn nrcdia cetak lnin ynng diterbitkan cabnng-cnbnng MtLhsrtt-
nudiynh. Senrcntnra ittL Persis nrcnerbitknn nntorn Inin Pembela Islam,
al-Fatawa, dan Soal-Jawab.
Penting dicntnt, pembnharunn Islanr di htdonesicr, sebngainmnn juga
di Kniro, tidak bise dililut terpisnh dari nrcdia cetnk. Di snrnpirtg letnbngn
pendidiknn ntodern, ntedis cetnkberperan penting tidak hnnya dnlant proses
diseninasi gagasan, tapi juga pentbentuknn satu cornk baru keberngnTnaatl
yang berbasis pada bacaat independen terlndap teks (print culture). Pada
titik inilah, gernknn pentbaharuan Islam ntenghantatn sendi bangtman
otoritas tradisionnl ulsma. Media cetak ini menggeser kitnb kutirtg sebngni
sntu-sntuttya stLntber penfuelajaran Islnm. Pernn ulanm sebngai pemegntlg
n t o t'L o p oI i d nI am p en cip t a an n nkna - nnkn a ke n g am n an d e n g a n s en di r i n y n
rtutlai tertandingi oleh pentLlis jrLrnal atstL hcLrimt.
Dengnn denikinn, keludiran nrcdia cetak telnh nrcnfurLka ruang lebar
bngi kaun Muslint secara unTLulL untuk ntengknji Islnm, dnn akhirrryn
ntenerjetnnhkan njaran IsIan'L ynng relatif bebas dnri dontinasi para ulanm
dengat kitnb ktutingnyn. Proses ini senukin kunt dengnn terbitnyn btLku-
buktt kengnrnnar:, yalxg nteliptLti bidang-bidang knjinn Islnm sebngninnnn
disedinlrnn kitnb ktuing. Sehinggn, dnri sini keragnnnn dnlnm pentahnnnn
dnn prnktik IsIcut'L ttmtbuh di knlnngan MtLslint htdonesin. Gernkrtn pentba-
hnruan Islnnt ptm telnh ntentberi xLntbangnn penting di dnlanutya.
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he early twentieth century was the period during which
Islamic reformism began in Indonesia. Based on the reform-
ist ideas of the Cairo 'ulanta', Indonesian Muslims began
to engage in the project of purifying Muslims' religious practices
and voicing the need to reformulate Islamic doctrines in the light
of the modern spirit of progress. At the same time, the Dutch-
supported modernisation, under the banner of the Ethical Policy
(Niel 1984), provided the Islamic reform project with modern de-
vices and facilities. Therefore, they also engaged in founding mod-
ern organizations, Dr-rtch-style educational institutions, and pub-
lishing modern media: journals, newspapers and books. With this
development, the Islamic reform movement signalled not only the
rise of new Islamic thought, but also the formation of a new Mus-
lim community, the urban-based Muslims, which contributed to
creating a new configuration of Indonesian Islam.
This article will attempt to investigate an important element
that constitutes one of the basic pillars of Muslim religious iife, the
institution of the 'ulama '. With the growth of Islamic reform, the
'tLlama '-who had played such an important role as "cultural bro-
kers" (Geertz 7959-60: 228-249) in Indonesian Islam- were the
first Muslim elites to face the increasingly strong criticism and an
urgent call for the thorough renovation of the 'ukmta -ship. The
Islamic reform movement launched a direct attack on the founda-
tion on which the power and prestige of the 'ulama 'had tradition-
ally been established, i.e. the pesnntren (the traditional Islamic
educational institution) and the kitab kuning (the Islamic classical
books).1 The reformists proposed replacing them with modern
schools and print media.
As the title sr,rggests however, the 'ulnma ' institution that this
article intends to deal with is not exclusively associated with the
traditional religious leaders as addressed by Geertz and other
scholars.2 Here, the term 'ulama' is used in a broader sense, de-
noting those who have legitimate authority primarily in the field
of religion, i.e. reproducing socially accepted religious meanings
within the Muslim community. Instead of viewing the 'ulnma' as
merely the local elites who perform a broker function "in the com-
munication of Islam to the mass of the peasantry" (Geertz 7959-
60: 230), in this article the discussion will focus on those crucial
elements within the Muslim community who contribute to making
the Muslims "Islamic", regardless of the nature and the articula-
tion of their "islamicity". Conceived as such, the definition of
Studia lslnmikn. Vol. 71. No. 1. 2004
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'LLIama' is extended to include "almost every possible ciassifica-
tion of grolrps within Islamic society, playing a multiplicity of po-
litical, sociai, and cultural roles" (Humphreys 7995:787).
On the basis of the above argument, it is thus the style and
mode of the religious leadership 
-far from exclusively referringto the leaders- that is the main focus of the discussion. In early
twentieth century Indonesia, alongside the socio-political and cu1-
tural change within the society, this mode of religious leadership
experienced a radical transformation. The modernisation process
created a new social structure in Indonesian society, and at the
same time ied to the rise of the new religious leadership. Hence,
those who had traditionally been recognized as the 'ulnma 'were
no longer regarded as an authoritative body and could no longer
monopolise the formation of Islamic intellectual discourses. The
new social structure laid down strong foundations for a space in
which the new Muslim leaders were involved in a contest to de-
fine the new standards of Indonesian Islam. As a result, the reli-
gious authority started to rest not only with the traditional Mus-
lim leaders of pesantrens, but also with the writers of journals,
newspapers, and books, as weil as with political activists. The re-
ligious authority become fragmented and contested in nature. It
is this fragmented authority that will be discussed in this article,
with reference mainly to journais, books and newspapers.
The Institutionalisation of the 'Ul&ms\
The Late Nineteenth Century
"Those who have ever been students of pesantren would have believed
that their teacher [the 'a1ilr] is a saint (iual,) who has a [spirituai] power to
communicate with Allah in order to gain His blessing... or, those who come
and go to the villages introducing new ideas and thoughts to the villagers
would realise how great the power of the 'tilama' (kyais) over the spirltual
life of the Muslims is" (Djajadiningrat 7936:799).
For reasons I will elucidate below, the period of the late nrne-
teenth century is of special importance for the discussion in this
paper. During this period, the history of Islam in Indonesia wit-
nessed an important process that resulted in the formation of what
can be termed as-to quote Gilbert (1980: 705-34)-"the institu-
tionalisation" and even "the professionalisation" of the 'ulama'.
Through the educationai instittttions they established, the pesnrLt-
rens, the 'ulama ' emerged as independent religious elites who
Studia lslnnikn, Vol. 11, No. 1,2004
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played a major role not only in the formation of Muslims' reli-
gious life, but also in the regulation of social and political affairs.
The quotation above confirms such a condition of the 'uloma'.
It is worth of briefly explaining here that the demise of mari-
time kingdoms in the eighteenth century 
-partiy because of theEuropean intrusion into the trade network in the Indonesian
ocean- was a turning point in the history of the 'ulamd'. They
transformed from being the appointed-officials, mainly as chiefs
of religious courts (qAfi),'into religious teachers in the pesantrens.
Here, instead of being part of the "urban notables" in the royal
domain (Lapidus 1967: 1.1-72), the 'ulanta'became a part of rural
community life in the interior areas, which in turn led them to be
integrated into the rhythm of village life. Based on his observa-
tion of Javanese villages, Raffles stated that, besides being con-
sulted "in all cases of marriage, divorce, and inheritance", the
'ulnmu ' were "bound also to remind the villagers of the proper
season for the cultivation of the lands" (Raffles 7978: II,3). The
'ulanta "s position can also be gleaned from the work of Craw-
furd, in which he described them as being a "respectable portion
of the Javanese peasantry, living in terms of perfect equality of
the ordinary cultivators" (Crawfurd 1820: II, 266).
Aside from the scarcity of historical sources, it is not the inten-
tion of this article to determine when the pesantren-or pesantren-
like institutions, namely sLLraLL in West Sumatra and dnyah in Aceh-
began to exist.r Here, the main concern is that in the nineteenth
century the pesantrens were established as the educational institu-
tions of Indonesian Muslims. Dutch statistical sollrces from this
period recorded that there were about fifteen thousands (15,000)
pesantrens in Java and Madura, and about twenty-three thousand
(23,000) ssntris (the students of pesantren) (van den Berg 1886: 518-
9). This data is also supported by the account of Snouck Hurgron-
je during his travels to many areas in Java, also in the nineteenth
century. He showed that the pesnntrens could be found in many
areas, and were firmly established as 'tLlnma -led institutions that
provided Mr-rsiims with Islamic learning (Wijoyo 7997:36-45).
On a piece of land usually donated by the head of a village, an
'alim established a pesnntren, which consisted of at least a mosque,
a dormitory for sarLtris,s and a house where the 'dlim and his fam-
i1y lived (Dhofier 7982: 44-5).It was within the pesnntrens that the
'alim gave the snntris instructions on Islamic knowledge and ritual
practices. When the number of santris increased, the pesantren was
Studia Islnntika. Vol. 77. No. 1. 2004
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transformed into a "religious community" , with a specific mode
of life where learning and practicing Islam were the main con-
cerns. The pesantren becarne an exemplary Islamic centre within
the village. Supported by the rural circumstances, the 'ulamd'
emerged as highly respected elites with great spiritual power, as
the above quotation reveals. From the pesantren, the Islamic mode
of life was gradually nurtured in the village community. Begin-
ning with this process, the 'ulnmd' then acted as what Geertz
termed "cultural brokers", who played a major role in the devel-
opment of the "orthodoxy and heterodoxy of local practices in
terms of the Koranic Law, and who adjust this rather inflexible
ideal system to Javanese realities" (7959-60:238).
The authority of pesnntrensbecarne stronger as the 'tilama'had
the opportunity to live and study in the Middle East, in particular
Mecca. Here, Mecca became a destination for intellectual pursuits
and the centre of the religious authority of the 'ulama'.In the late
nineteenth century, in line with the increasing number of Indone-
sian Muslims who performed the ltajj (Verdenbregt 7962:91-754),
the intellectual network with the Middle East intensified. The grow-
ing number of Indonesians in Mecca, the "lauah", meant that the
Holy City played a more significant role in the formation of Is-
lamic intellectual discourses in Indonesia than it had during the
two previous centuries (Azra 7992). The lazunh were responsible
for Mecca becoming "the heart of the religious life of the East-
Indian archipelago" (Snouck Hurgronje 7931.: 291). They greatiy
contributed to the transmission of Mecca-oriented Islam to Indo-
nesia. The pesantrens-the majority of which were led by the re-
turned ftnjj and Mecca-trained 'ukmtd '-functioned as the institu-
tional foundations for this transmission.
The role of the pesantrens as sites of transmission can obviously
be seen in the circulation of religious books in the institutions (van
den Berg 1886: 519-55).6 These books, which came to be popularly
known as "kitab ktLning", were the textbooks for Islamic learrung in
the pesantrerzs. They were written by both the Meccan and the In-
donesian 'ttlamd', in both Arabic and Indonesian languages, using
Arabic script, and contained the subjects studied in the pesnntrens.
Based on their contents, the kitab ktming can be roughly classified
into several categories: jurisprudence (fiqh), theology ('aqtdah), Arabic
grammar (nafuzu and garfl, hndtth collections, Sufism (tasazuzuufl, mo-
rality (nkhlaq), and other collections of prayers and invocations as
well as those in praise of the Prophet (van Bruinessen 1990: 229).
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In addition to writing and translating the kitnb kuning, the rm-
portant role of the ldrunh is confirmed by the fntzua collection. The
increase in the number of lazuah led them to become actively in-
volved in sociai and religious affairs in their home countries. Be-
ing a distinct community, intensive interaction was established
amongst Ihe launh, which lhen led to a growing awareness of be-
longing to their own Muslim countries. Therefore, the lc1zuah were
no longer solely concerned with seeking Islamic knowledge (lalab
al-'ilnl from the Meccan 'ulsnta', but were also engaged in re-
quests for advice (istifta') in order to solve disputed social and
religious matters in Indonesia. As a result, Meccanfatzttds that dealt
with various topics concerning Indonesian Islam began to appear.
Here we have the Mul'rinmut al-Ilafa'is.
As str-rdied by Kaptein (7997a; 1995: 747-60), the Muhimnnt al-
Nafa'is is the most exemplary fatua collection dealing with Indo-
nesian Islam in the nineteenth century. Most of the fatuds in the
Muhintnnt were issued by the Meccan nuftr of the Shafi'rtes, Ah-
mad ibn ZairtDahlan (1817-1886). He issr"ted thefatr.uas on the ba-
sis of reqr-rests (istifta ') from Indonesian and Southeast Asian Mus-
lims. The fatr.uds in the Muhimnnt indicated its being a part of the
transmitted Islamic discourse in the nineteenth century. Ahmad
lbnZaint Dahlan was one of the popular authors of the kitab ktrning.
Seven of the works circulated in pesantrens are identified as being
from his collection (van Bruinessen 1994: 236). As we1l, the main
substance of tine Mtthinunat concerns ritual p ractices (' ib a dah), which
formed the core of the pesantren tradition of islamic learning.
One fatzud from the MtLhinunnt therefore stressed the impor-
tance of Muslims, both the 'ulnma ' (orang yang kltdsp) and ordi-
nary Muslims (orang yang 'dnr), studying tLre kitnb by Ibn flajar,
Kitab al-Zatttdjir 'nn Iqtiraf alKaba'ir, and credited this kitnb as being
a noble one (Kaptein !997a: 764, 799). The fatruii is of special im-
portance. One of the works of Ibn Hajar, Tuhfat nl-MtLfttdj, was
studied in highly prestigious pesantrens. The TtLhfat was an ulti-
mate reference for the Shafi'r school of legal thought, which the
Indonesian 'ulnnta 'consulted when solving difficult cases (van Bru-
inessen 1994: 244-5). Hence, the previotisly mentioned fntwd frorn
the Muhimnnt not only reveals the same discottrse of kitab kurrirtg
in the pesnntrens, but also reflects "the nature of and level of tradi-
tionalist Islamic thinking" in Indonesian Islam (Kaptein 1997a:15).
Mecca was very important as the intellectual centre for Indone-
sian Islam in the nineteenth century. The experience of studying
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there enhanced the authority of Indonesian 'ulnma ' (Djajadinin-
grat 1,936:201), and in turn saw the firm institutionalisation of the
'tilanta'. Supported by the fz/i element of the pesantren tradition
(Madjid 7974: 103-75),7 as well as facilitated by the traditional cul-
ture of the rural social setting, the 'ulnnta' of pesnntrerrs became
venerated figures who determined almost all aspects of pesantren
life. They tended to be regarded as "embodying the religious ide-
als", and the santris completely followed their instructions (Wa-
hid 7974:45-6; Dhofier 1.982: B2-3).
The obedience of santris to their 'ulama ' extended beyond the
pesantren. The 'tLkmra' were recognized as spiritual mentors for
their entire life. For the santris, the lifestyie of the 'ulama ' became
an idealised mode of living that they attempted to emulate. Most
santris trred to build pesantrens in their respective areas of origin
after they "finished" studying with certain 'ularna '. As a result,
tl:.e 'tLlann'-srmtri relationship remained intact, and even became a
foundation for the formation of 'ulnrua ' networks. Building pe-
sentrens came to be recognized as a yardstick of the success of the
pesantren tradition of Islamic learning (Wahid 7974: 47). In turn, it
also came to be accepted as a requirement of being recognized as
an 'alim. The expansion of pesantrens in the nineteenth century
resulted from this relationship between the 'ulnnn ' and the sarz-
tris.
In addition to indicating a religious revival, as Kartodirdjo as-
serts (1966 755-6), the increasing numbers of pesnntrens marked
the rise of an " 'tiann' community" in nineteenth century Indone-
sia. They became a distinct communil.y wi th a spccific lifestyle,
who defined themselves as religious advisers with superiority both
in terms of Islamic knowledge and their social position within the
Muslim community (Dhofier 1,982: 67-2). This position led the
'ulnma' to engage in the protest movements against colonialism.
Tlne 'ulnma'provided the movement-which was basically eco-
nomically and politically motivated-with ideological justification
formulated in Islamic terms. The Bantenese revolt of 1888, the Padri
war in West Sumatra and the Java war, are some examples where
the 'ulnn'ta'was involved in the movement.s
This development not only strengthened the social position of
'ulann 'within the community, but also meant that, along with
tlteir pesnrtti'eils, they became institutionalised to the extent ihat
they emerged as a "sub-culture" (Wahid 1974: 39-60) in Indone-
sian Islam. Since then. the term "santri" has had a broader mean-
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ing, denoting the 'ulan'Ia'-1ed communities' This process intensl-
fied as the 'tLlanta'encountered the new Islamic voices presented
by Dr-rtch-appointed 'rLlnma', the penghulu, and the Honorary Ad-
visor on Arab Affairs, an official government position (Hisyam
2001; Suminto 1985). A well-known HadramT scholar, Said Oes-
man, is a good example. He was appointed to this governmental
post as Honorary Advisor on Arab Affairs in 1891 on the recom-
mendation of his future patron, Snouck Hurgronje. He not only
voiced Islamic discourse supporting the Dutch colonial policy on
Is1am, blaming the 'ulaffia' of pesnntrens and the followers of lartqahs
(gu/i orders) for their "foolishness" in backing the revolt of Bant-
en in 1888, but he also accused them of practicing local innovation
(bid'n) and heresy in their religious life (Laffan 203: 87-8).'
Far from threatening the 'uktnfi' of the pesnntrens, the above
development meant that they became more firmly consolidated'
It was in the early twentieth century, with the emergence of new
rirban Muslims, that the established sub-culture of pesantrens be-
gan to be challenged.
Changing Perceptions and Networks:
The Early Twentieth Century
While most of the 'ulsnta 'continued to hold consolidated pow-
er over the rural Muslim communities, new developments began
to take place in the newly urbanised areas of Indonesia. It started
with the changing colonial policy that was concerned with the
welfare of Indonesians, the "Ethical policy". Voiced notably by a
lawyer who had experience living in Indonesia (1889-97), van De-
ventet, this new policy began to put into practices in the hands of
W.F. Idenburg as he became Minister of Colonies (1902-5,1908-9'
1918-19). In addition to the economic developments and social
changes, the most notable impact of the Ethical Policy was the
growth in the number of new elites with modern education' A1-
though their number was insignificant in terms of the total popu-
lation of Indonesia,lo thi.s newly emerging elite constituted a cru-
cial segment of society who determined the course of Indonesian
history.
The new elites advocated the progress (kemajuarL) of Indonesia.
They emerged as the first grotlp to take the initiatrve to call for
progress for Indonesians. Here, Abdul Rivai, a Minangkabar-r grad-
uate from the Dokter-|awa school, played an important role. In
Bintnng Hindin (Star of ihe Indies)-an infiuential Malay-language
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journal he published with Clockener Brousson in the Netherlands
in 1.902- Abdul Rivai advocated not only the notion of, but also
the need for kemnjuan for Indonesians. Designed in the framework
of the Ethical Policy, Bintary Hindia equated kemajtLnn with achiev-
ing Western standards of modernity.ll Abdul Rivai stressed that
Indonesians did not "foliow antiquated rules fatoeran koeno) but
are, on the contrary, anxious to achieve self-respect through knowl-
edge and the sciences [ilntoel" (Bintnng Hindin,74,7905:159; Adam
(7995: 704).
Through Bintang Hindia, Abdul Rivai not only introduced and
popularised the idea of progress amongst the "knum nuLdn" (young
faction), but also contributed to the inclusion of kenmjunn in the
heart of intellectual discourse. Although he offered a different
definition of progress-argr-ring that it should be used to elabo-
rate local wisdom-Datuk Sutan Maharadja of Minangkabau nev-
ertheless supported and led the Malay "Young Faction" in 1906.
He also backed education for women. He established the first
weaving school in Padang in 1909 and organized the publication
of the first feminist newspaper, Soenting Melnju (Malay Ornament)
in 1911. This newspaper, edited by Ratna Djuita (his daughter)
and then Rohana Kudus, became the first forum for educated Mi-
nangkabau women (Abdullah 7977: 12-3).
In Java, the idea of kemajunn inspired Wahidin Soedirohoesodo
(7857-1917), who graduated from the same school as Ahmad Ri-
vai, to build the first modern organization for ]avanese priynyr(upper class), Budi Utomo, in 1908. As he was concerned with the
status of priyayi, he became the editor of Retnndhoenilah-a peri-
odical for the priyayi readership-and Wahidin also inspired Budi
Utomo to define its prime area of interest as providing Western
education for the Javanese priyayi (Ricklefs 2007: 207-B; Nagazumi
7972).
With the growth in the number of educated Indonesians, the
idea of kemnjunn became a prominent issue in Indonesia in the ear-
ly twentieth century. The educated Indonesian elite became a com-
munity who greatly appreciated the idea. This issue was also sup-
ported by the development of the local press, which facilitated
the communication of ideas amongst the elites in accessible lan-
guage and script-Indonesian in roman script. Included in this
community readership were the urban and entrepreneurial Mus-
Iims. Mostly concentrated in the religious centres of Javanese
towns, katnnan, these urban Muslims were not only familiar with
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the modern lifestyle of urban commlrnities, but were also open to
the idea of progress.
Here, Tirtoadisurjo (1880-19i8), a graduate from OSVIA, played
important ro1e. In 1909 he founded Sarekat Dagang Islam (SDI) in
Batavia, and one year iater he set up a similar organisation in
Bogor. Both were aimed to support the Indonesian traders, who
were increasingly in conflict with the Chinese. In addition, he was
also involved in pr-rblishing. Soenda Beritn was the first Malay-lan-
guage weekly he published, in 1903, and was financed by indige-
nous Indonesians and was printed in Cianjur, West Java. In 7907
he founded the weekly Mednn Prijaji in Batavia, which then changed
into a daily in 1910 (Ricklefs 2001: 270-I).It was also Tirtoadisurjo
who inspired a successfulbatik trader in Solo, H. Samanhudi (1868-
1.956), to establish a SDI in 1911 (Noer i980: 115-6). However, be-
fore we turn to the discussion on Islamic movements, I will dis-
cuss the larunlt commrrniiy in Mecca.
At the turn of the century, whilst enjoying being at the heart of
the traditional mode of learning, the ldrunh commurlity in Mecca
did not escape from the rise of the new religious orientation. The
islamic reform in Cairo, Egypt,propagated by ]amal al-Dln al-
Afghanr, Muhammad 'Abduh, and Rashrd Rida, reached the lduah
in Mecca. AI-Mnnar, the Islamic reform 1'ournal of Cairo-first pub-
lished in 1B9B under the editorship of Rashrd Rida-received at-
tention from the lazuah community in Mecca. The circulation of A/-
Mnnnr had impacts in that it led to the emergence of a new schol-
arly interest in Cairo by the launh. Here, the experience of Ahmad
Khatib (d. 1915)-a Minangkabau 'alim who lived in Mecca and
became an intellectuai master for the lazuah-provides us with an
illustration. He was at the centre of the traditional mode of Isiam-
ic learning, yet he did not disregard the new scholarly orientation
that.began to emerge amongst the lauah community in Mecca. He
is said to have encouraged his lazuah students to read Al-Mnnnr in
order to refute its reformist message (Noer 1980: 39).
Thus, the Islamic reform movement of Cairo began to attract
some of tlne launh of Mecca, albeit only a few. Thaher Djalaluddin
(7869-7956), a maternal relative of Ahmad Khatib, was one of those
who became interested in Islamic reform.12 After spending fifteen
years in Mecca, in 1895 he moved to al-Azhar to complete his studies
in astronomy ('ilm nl-fnlak).It was during his four year period of
stridy at al-Azhar, as a resident of riwiiq al-ltizuT, that Thaher Djala-
Iuddin came into contact with Muhammad 'Abduh and Rashtd Rida
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(Laffan 2003: 729; Othman 1.994: 227). This Cairo experience great-
ly contributed to his future career as an editor of the reformist
jor,rrnal Al-Innm in Singapore in 1906, as I will discuss below.
Cairo, thanks largely to the modernisation efforts of its rulers,
became one of the most urbanised cities in the Middte East (Va-
tikiotis 7969: 74-89). Especially under the French-educated Khe-
dive Isma'il Pasha (r.1,867-79), Cairo not only experienced a rapid
change into a modern metropolitan city, but it also witnessed the
rise of new intellectuals who promoted the foundation of modern
institutions, in addition to the emergence of the reformist 'ulnnn'
previously mentioned. Rifa'a BadawT Rafi' al-Tahtawl (1801-1873)
is one of the most important figures in this context. After study-
ing in Paris, he became the editor of the official gazette, nl-Wnqa't
al-Misriyn, which played an important role in creating modern pub-
lic opinions in Egypt, and he was also Inspector for Education and
the Head of the State Translation Bureau (Hourani 1983 77). An-
other figure that must be mentioned here is 'Alt Mubarak Pasha
(1823-1893). Like al-Tahtawl, he studied in France, fuorn 7867-1.868,
before being appointed as the Minister for Schools and Public
Works during the reign of Khedive Isma'rl Pasha. Figures such as
al-Tahtawr and Mr-rbarak became the main actors in the moderntsa-
tion of Egypt through the foundation of modern schools, journals
and infrastructure.
It was this modernisation, along with the direct contact with
reformist 'Abdr-rh and Rida, that attracted the ldzunh students to
Cairo. It provided them with the experience of living in an urban
climate, in which the modern spirit of kenujuan enlightened the
Muslim way of life. It was perhaps this modern circumstance that
inspired Sayyid Shaikh al-Hadi (1.867-7934), a close friend of Tha-
her Djalaluddin and also an editor of Al-Imam, to choose Cairo as
a setting for his literary work, Faridnh Htuttutt (Hooker 2000: 20-1).
Sayyid al-Hadi once visited Cairo as a guide for relatives of the
Sultan of the Riau-Lingga kingdom who enrolied at a private pre-
paratory school in Cairo (Laffan 2003: 729-30; Roff 7967: 62-4).
This modern Cairo also captured the attention of Al-MtLnir, the
refolmist journal of West Sumatra in 1911. In one edition (3,1913:
35-36), Al-Munir praised the Egyptian rulers for having cooperat-
ed with the British and thus creating progress for the society. This
experience in Egypt was used by Al-Mulil'as an example to sup-
port its mission of encouraging Indonesian Muslims to cooperate
with and have loyal attitudes towards the Dutch government.
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Thus the Islamic reform movement developed only one aspect
-albeit an important one-of the modernisation that the lazunh
students observed in Cairo. The use of newspapers and printing
presses also inspired tlne laruah students. Cairo, endorsed by the
relatively tranquil policy of the British towards the press, emerged
as the centre of a new modern Muslim print-culture (Laffan 2003:
143).t3 The experiences of 'Abduh and Rida showed the effectrve-
ness of tire printing press. Al-Manar, the journal they pr-rbiished,
significantiy contributed to the Islamic reform movement of Cair o
leaching a worldwide Muslim readership.Lr The printing press 
-
which had been rejected by Muslims due to its secularising im-
pacts on the sacred transmission of Islamic learning (Anderson
7993:229-351)- became an inherent part of the reform movement
in the Muslim world. It was partly due to the use of the printing
press that Cairo became an increasingly important centre of reii-
gious authority, gradually replacing Mecca as "the heatt" of Indo-
nesian Muslims' religious life.
Thtrs, while the number of lazuah in Cairo increased 
-mostly
coming from Padang and other areas in Sumatra and the Malav
peninsula (Laffan 2003:736-7)- and peaked as the Jaunh commu-
nity in the 1920s (Roff 1970: 73-87), the nttmber of requests for
fnttuas (istifta ')by Indonesian and South East Asian Mr,rslims to Al-
Mnnctr monnted (Bluhm 7983: 35-12). The requests for fnttuas not
only signalled the "links in the chain of transmission" from the
Cairo Islamic reform movement to Indonesia and South East Asia
(Bluhm 7997:295-308), but also proved, I would agtte, the power
of the printing press in the spread of Islamic reform. Al-Mruutr
functioned as an effective means of channelling the dissemination
of Islamic reform in "a synthesised and easily digestible form"
(Biuhm 7997: 298). The huge number of istifta ' ciearly indicated
thatAl-Mnnnrhada wide Muslim readership in Indonesia and South
East Asia.. More importantly, this journal facilitated the involve-
ment of Muslims in the discourse on Islamic reform. As briefly
discussed above, it was on the power of the printing press that
the relaxed attitude of Ahmad Khatib towards the Islamic reform
movement rested.
Facilitated by Dr-rtch printing technology, therefore, the reform-
ist Muslims of the early twentieth century-including the Arabs
(Monini-Kesheh (1996: 237-256)-prioritised the printing Presses
as a leading component of Islamic reform. They not only indicat-
ed the rise of the new face of Islam, the "reformists", bttt also
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demonstrated a distinct characteristic that distinguished these re-
formists from the 'ttlanta' of pesantrens with their kitab ktLning.With
the nrintjns nress- in addition to modern educational institutions,
-^'- f^'^'--^'a)
the Islamic reform movement of Cairo was "positioned" to be-
come an inherent part of-and contribute to-the process of change
for Muslims in modern Indonesia in the early twentieth century.
The Pioneers: AI-Imam and AI-Munir
Let me begin with Al-Innn. It has to be stated from the outset
that Al-Imcun had a very special place in the history of Islamic pub-
Iications in the Malay-Indonesian world. The journal was not only
the first Islamic reformist publication to appear in the area, but it
also provided historical evidence of its established networks with
Cairo. AI-Innm was based and modelled on Al-Manar, the Islamic
reformist journal in Cairo (Roff 7967:59- Abaza 1998:93-777). First
appearing in Singapore in 1906, Al-Innm was concerned with the
dissemination of Cairo-based reformist ideas in the Malay-Indo-
nesian world. Lrke AI-Matnr, the idea of progress (kennjumr) for
Mtrslims was an important issue in AI-Imnru; the journal was pur-
ported "to remind those who are forgetful, to awaken those who
are asieep, to give direction to those who are led astray, to give a
voice to those who speak with wisdom, to persuade Muslims to
try their utmost to live in accordance with the commands of Al-
1ah, and to achieve the greatest happiness in this contemporary
life and gain God's pleasure in the Hereafter" (Al-Imnm,I, July
1906).15 In addition, the networks with Cairo can also be seen from
the editors of this journal. Thaher Djalaluddin from Padang, West
Sumatra, Sayid Shaikh al-Hadi from Singapore, and Hadji Abbas
bin Mohamad Taha from Aceh had close contact with the Islamic
reform movement in Cairo and actively engaged in the Islamic
reform movement in the Malay-Indonesian world.16
Another journal to be included here is Al-Muir from Padang,
West Sumatra, the first area in Indonesia where the seeds of Is-
lamic reform can be clearly seen (Noer 7973:30).1? Published from
1911 to 1976, Al-Mtmir was founded as the reformist journal of the
knutt nnLdn in West Sumatra, to continue the role and spirit of AI-
Innm (whrch ceased publishing in 1908) in spreading Islamic re-
form in Indonesia (Adam 7995:740).18 Haji Abdullah Ahmad, the
founder and editor of AI-MtLnir, even "copied the motto as well as
the form of Al-Innnr in his periodical" (Noer 1973: 35).\e In fact,
Abdr-rllah Ahmad had close contact wit]n AI-Intnm, as he was its
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representative in Padang Panjang. His visit to Singapore in 1908
may have provided him with the opportunity to learn the techni-
cal and management skills to publish a journal (Azta 7991' 92). He
was the sole pioneer of Al-Imatlr. His llame was so often associat-
ed with this journal that he was even cailed "H. Abdullah Al-Mu-
nir" (Yunus 7979:157).
Taking into account its genealo gy, Al-Mtntlr had almost the same
concerns as Al-lnnnt. Al-Mtuilr was designed to be the "beacon
that illuminated the environment". The editor of Al-Mtmir explained
the objectives of this journal. First, to lead the Malay Muslims of
Stimatra to have true religious beliefs and practices; second, to
nurture peace and harmony among human beings and to ioyally
serve the government; and third, to enlightened Muslims with
knowledge and wisdom (Al-MtLnir 1,7,797\: 6; Azra 1'999:94).In
the 1913 edition, the editors of Al-MtutiT'were required-dtte to
increasing objections to its pubiication-to reconfirm and empha-
sise it main objectives: "to present the true Islamic rehgion and to
establish the true shnrT'ah of the Prophet Muhammad by encourag-
ing the revitalisation of the Prophetic tradition (xLnnah) and con-
demning the religious innovation (bid'nh) in Musiim religious prac-
tices" (AI-Munir 3,2,79L3:18). AI-Mtmlr explained the above ob-
jective in order to locate the practices of Isiam in terms of the main
sources of Islamic teachings: the Qur'2n, the Prophetic traditions
(hadtth), and the tradition of the Prophet's Companions' They must
be the "foundation" (nernca) on which all religior,rs differences and
controversies are solved (AI-MtLnir 3,2, 7913: 78).
Thus, both AI-Innm and Al-Mtmir were concerned mainly with
the religious affairs of Malay-Indonesian Muslims, not directly with
the social and political movement that began to aPpear in Malay-
Indonesia. These two journals presented Islam in a new way' which
was appropriate to the increasingly modernised society, and served
as a new force in creating progress. Therefore, the traditional
Muslim religious practices in Malay-Indonesia, which were deemed
to be contaminated by iocal customs (adat) and beliefs, became the
subject of criticism in the journals. Al-Intam and AI-Mtmir sttongly
emphasised that the impurities in religious beliefs and practices
should be cleansed. For this reason, these two journals stressed
the urgency of Muslims returning to the true Islam in the Qur'an
and Hadith, and practi ctng ijtihad (independent investigation) rath-
er than tnqltd (blind obedience) when understanding Islamic doc-
trines.20
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It is not my intention to delineate the entire contents of these
journals. Here, the discussion will concentrate on several issues
that reveal the transmission of Islam from Cairo to Malay-Indone-
sia and its related networks. It must be remembered that the emer-
gence of these journals, and Islamic publication in general, consti-
tuted a reformist phenomena. With the availability of modern print
technology in Malay-Indonesia urban centres in the early twenti-
eth century (de Graaf 1969), the reformist 'rilama' began to in-
volve themselves in the field of publication. They presented Islam
as a central discourse for the urban Muslims, especially the West-
ern-educated elites, who also created their own press (Adam 1995:
708-724). As such, the transmission of Islamic reform, in particular
the views published in AI-Manar of Cairo, became the main con-
cern of the journals. This proceeded in line with the changing schol-
arly direction of Malay-Indonesian Muslims, as they began to see
al-Azhar in Cairo as a source of religious authority. The journals
Al-Imam and Al-Mtmlr are taken to be the most important exam-
ples. In addition to their objectives, models and editors, as identi-
fied above, the influence of Al-Manar of Cairo on these journals
can be gleaned from the fact that they published several articies
and other pieces of writing from Al-Mnnar.
T r ansmitting Islamic Refornt
In the edition of August 29 7908, the editors of AI-Inutm n-
formed its readers thai this journal would start publishing Qur'anic
commentary (tafstr nl-QtLr'an) and from then on Al-lmanz had a
special space for regularly publishing tafsTr. What is important to
stress is that the Qur'anic commentary in Al-Imanl is a Malay trans-
lation of that published in Al-Manar. Al-Inum frankly stated its
source and the origin of the tafsTr, as can be seen in the quotation
below:
As already mentioned in the previous edition of Al-Imnm, we promised
to provide our readers with a translation of the Qur'anic commentary in
AI-Imam, which is derived from the lectures by the late al-Ustadh Shaikh
Muhammad 'Abduh at al-Azhar. In order to fulfil our promise, here in this
volume we begin by presenting the Introduction fof the Qur'anic com-
mentary], which was delivered in a lecture by Muhammad 'Abduh at a1-
Azhar on the month of Muharram 731.6 H, and it was also published in the
third volume of AI-Manar (Al-Inum, No. 4, vol. 3, 1908).
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This quotation strongly proves the cited opinion that AI-Imant
adopted, to a significant extent, the writings in Al-Manar. More-
over, with this Qur'anic commentary Al-Innm provided obvrous
evidence of the increasing importance of Cairo as the bastion of
Islamic intellectual discourse for the Malay-Indonesian world in
the early twentieth century. The tnfstr nl-QtLr'dn, the subject that
Al-Imam translated for Malay audiences, formed one of the fore-
most sections of Isiamic knowledge. The tafslr provides the core
framework of Muslims' understanding of the basic source of the
Islamic doctrine, the Qur'6n, which in turn determines Muslims'
religious thoughts and practices. With the translation of this tnfstr,
the journal AI-Imam presented one of the most fundamental pil-
lars of Islamic doctrine to the Muslims of Malay-Indonesia" A/-
Manar of Cairo, and in particular the ideas of Muhammad 'Abduh,
were taken as the foundation for its efforts to introduce and spread
the Islamic reformist ideas.
Added to this is the fact that the Qur'dnic commentary of
Muhammad 'Abduh, which came to be included in the Tafsrr al-
Mandr by Rashrd Rida 
-his pupil who completed 'Abduh's work
on tnfstr- represented a modern tendency and the rationaiistic
attitudes of this Muslim interpretation of the Qur'dn (Jansen7974:
20-Z11.zt For the Muslims of Malay-Indonesia, and also for the
Egyptians, the Qur'anic commentary of 'Abduh was a radical de-
parture in the field of tafstr litercture, different from the tafsrr works
that had already been circulated in the traditional Islamic learning
institutions , pesnntren and stLrau, in which the classical Tnfsrr al-
lalalayn by al-SuyDt1 and al-Mahalil was the most ubiquitous work
(van Bruinessen 1990: 253-254). Muhammad'Abduh, and perhaps
also Al-Immlz, intended to explain the Qur'an in a practical manner
to a broader public than the classical tafstr could provide, whose
audience mostly consisted of professionai theologians and the santri
community of pesantrens and suratL.
Hence, Al-Intnm with its tafsrr al-QtLrd'n, signrftcantly contribut-
ed to providing its Malay-Indonesian Muslim audience with new
and rationalistic perspectives for understanding the Qur'an. More-
over, this tnfstr was published in a Malay translation, so that it
could be accessed more easiiy by a larger number of Malay-Indo-
nesian Muslims, especially those in urban areas who were increas-
ingly in intense contact with modern circumstances. Alihough I
could not establish a direct response to AI-Innm's publication of
this tafsrr, it can argued here that 'Abduh's Qur'anic commentary
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-and the ideas of Islamic reform in general- were appreciative-ly received. Al-lmam continued publishing the tafsfi in its follow-
ing editions, and even in its headlines. During the subsequent few
years of the early twentieth century the Cairo-based Islamic re-
form movement had important impacts in Malay-Indonesia. Be-
fore we come to this discussion, however, others aspects of the
transmission of Islam from Cairo to Malay-Indonesia should be
noted.
The influence of Cairo can be seen from another major section
of AI-Innnt, "Ilnut dnn Ulnnn". It was a translated version of the
work by an Egyptian 'alint, Shaikh Muhammad bin Ibrahrm al-
Ahmadr. It began to appear in Al-Imam on July 1908, one month
before the Qur'dnic commentary of Mulrammad 'Abduh. As in the
case of 'Abduh's tafslr, Al-Imam mentioned the origin of its article
" lhnu dan Ulanta":
This ["Iimu clan Ulama"] is translated from the work of Shaikh Muham-
mad bin Ibrahrm al-Ahmadl, one of the ieading 'rLlnmd' in al-Azhar, Egypt.
We publish this article inAl-Inrcmpiece by piece, so that the readers of Al-
Innmknow the characters, the position, and the occupation (1:ekerjann) of
the 'ulamd' (AI-Inunt, vol. 2, No. 3, 1908).
As its title reveals, "Ilnut dan Ulnnu" ('IIm and 'ulan'La ') pre-
sented a discussion on the nature of those associated with reli-
gious authority in the Isiamic tradition, tLte'ttlsnta'. In this re-
spect, besides describing the 'ulama'as contributing to the provi-
sion of religrous knowledge for Muslims, AI-Imam strongly urged
the 'ulsnn 'to play a leading role in creating progress for Muslims
in the contemporary world. For AI-Innnr, the role of the 'ulanta',
which had been concentrated mostly in the field of Islamic educa-
tion, "ought to be expanded to those concerned with worldly af-
fairs, so that they benefit the wider public" (AI-Inum, 2, July 1908).
As in the case of the tafstr discussed above, with "Ilmu dan UIa-
ma" Al-Imml7 concerned itself with an important aspect of Muslim
religious knowledge, which was regarded as one of major con-
tributing factors in the creation of the expected progress of Mus-
lims.
As was also evident in other writings, cultivating knowiedge
was one of the main concerns of Al-lnum. For instance, in the in-
troductory editorial of its first edition, Al-Imnm strongly empha-
sised the importance of having knowledge as "the weaponbywhich
victory in the battlefields of life can be achieved; it is the connect-
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ing factor that brings most people to their destination of great-
ness and excellence" (Al-Imam, 1, July 1906) . At the same time, Al-
Innm also attributed the backwardness of Muslims in Malay-In-
donesia to their laziness in acquiring knowledge. It was here that
AI-Inum's publication of "Ilnu dan Ulama" had social and religious
significance. It was part of the strategy of reform that Al-lntam
tried to establish in the Malay-Indonesian world. As with the taf-
sTr, Al-lmam took the Cairo 'ulamd'as a source for its efforts at
reform.
The above articles are just two examples of the transmission of
Islamic reform from AI-Manar in Cairo to Al-lmam in Malay-Indo-
nesia. References to AI-Manar, and aiso other Egyptian journals
and 'ulama', were sometimes made in AI-Imam. In the edition of
May 1907, for instance , Al-Imam published a translation of a work
by an Egyptian Nationalist, Mustafa Kamil, sl-Shsnts al-Mushriqah
(Cairo: 7904), which became an article with the title "Matshsri
MenTaTcsr" (The Rising Sun).22Inthefntzud column, tanyn-jauab, AI-
Innm frequently quoted Al-Maur. To mention just one example,
Al-Innm obviously followed AI-Mnnar when answering a request
for a fatzua (istifta ') concerning the $uf| order (larTqah) of
Naqsybandiyyah. In this case, Al-Intnrz stated that "as already ex-
plained in our partner, the journal AI-Manar in Egypt" , Muslims'
practice of the order should be based on shnrT'ah. Al-Imom then
stressed that "there is no doubt in the legal explanation Al-Manar
has already given on this subject" (AI-Innm 5, October 1908).
In addition to AI-Intam, references to AI-Mnnsr can be found in
the Al-Munir journal of Padang, West Sumatra. Published in order
to continue the spirit of Al-Imant, as already discussed above, Al-
Munir had almost the same aims and attitudes in relation to the
Cairo journal, AI-Mannr. One of the best examples of this is the
fatzod dealing with the issue of dress. This fatr.ua is of specific im-
portance in that it not only proved the transmission from Al-Ma-
nar to Al-Mutir-as Al-Mtutir took and published the fatzud from
Al-Manar- bui it also demonstrated an obvious dialogue between
these two journals, which occurred alongside the mounting re-
quests for the fntruti to AI-Manar (Bluhm 1983:35-42). Al-Manar (14,
791.7: 669-671) published questions from Abdullah Ahmad, the
editor of Al-Mtutir, who requested/atzuas on several disputed sub-
iects, two of which dealt with the issue of dress in Islam.23 He
asked about the legal status of Muslims who wore European dress,
mentioning in particular hats (topi) and neckties (dasi), and wheth-
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er these Muslims overstepPed the bor-rndaries of Isiam or not. He
posed this question because of the fntzua issued by the local 'ulama'
of West Sumatra2a forbidding the wearing of European dress, with
the argument from the Prophetic tradition that "Whosoever imi-
tates a group belongs to them". Abdullah Ahmad then questioned
the nature and authenticity of this saying of the Prophet, and the
meaning of term "imitate" (tnshabuh) in it.
It was the answer by Rashld Rida in AI-Mansr that became the
basis of Abdullah Ahmad's issuing a t'attud on the same issue of
dress in Al-Munir.In an edition of the same year (77' 1977:23I-
233), Al-MtLnir pubhshed afatzud that was the same in substance as
the one in Al-Manar, stating that Islam does not have any particu-
lar instructions about dress or a particuiar style of wearing it, ex-
cept for in the specific ritual of ihram during the ftaij and 'umrah,
and even then it does not mean that those who do not wear the
ritual dress of ihrdnt are unbelievers. In this discussion, what is of
specific importance is the fact that AI-Munir,like AI-Inunl, made
AI-Mansr of Cairo its foundation when dealing with disputed reli-
gious subjects in Malay-Indonesia. Abdullah Ahmad frankly stat-
ed that the fatud of "the Egyptian 'ulama ' and their journal" (tLIa-
nn Mesir dnn Majalah mereka lfa) should be taken into account in his
issuance of the cited fntrod in AI-Mtuir.
Al-Mtmir's reference to Al-Manm'of Cairo can also be identi-
fied in the fntzud dealing with the issue of the movement of certain
body parts as a sign of something about to happen to a particular
individuai. This question was sent by Mahmud bin Shaikh Mu-
hammad Idris from Tilatang, Br-rkit Tinggi West Sumatra (AI-MIL-
nir,3, No. 12 1913: 190). The answer to this question was deliv-
ered in the next edition of this journal (AI-Mtmir 3, No. L3 1973:
203-204), in which a quotation fuorn AI-Manar was clearly made.
"For Al-Munir", the editor wrote, "it is a priority to present the
answer [to this question] made by the journal AI-Mnnsr on the
same issue". Agarn following Al-Mannr, this journal stated that
there is no relation at all between moving certain parts of the body
and the nature and characteristics of certain individuals, nor did
it have meaning for their future life. It not the intention of this
paper to delineate tine fntrua in Al-Mrtnar and AI-Munir. What is
important to emphasise is the fact that, as with the issue of dress,
AI-MtLnir referred to Al-Manar of Cairo as a source when issuing
its fatroa, which strongly indicated its active engagement in the
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transmission of Islamic reform to the Malay-Indonesian world in
the early twentieth century.
This evidence of the transmission of Islam from Al-Manar of
Cairo to both AI-Intnm and Al-Munir, the pioneer journals of Ma-
lay-Indonesia, proves the important role of publications in the dis-
semination of Islamic reform in these areas. These journals pro-
vided the Cairo-based Islamic reform movement with an effective
channel through which it gained much attention and appreciation
from Malay-Indonesian Muslims. Although they did not establish
reform-oriented organisations, the journals stimulated the further
expansion and impacts of the reformist movement within the Mus-
lim community; they provided the organization with strong ideo-
logical support, which contributed to their growing influence
amongst Indonesian Muslims in the early twentieth century (Azra
7999: 97). As a result, the ideas of Isiamic reform became an im-
portant component of the Islamic intellectual discourse in Indone-
sia during that period.
In the field of publishing, this can be proved by the fact that
the works of the reformist 'ulnma ' of Cairo began to play an im-
portant role for Indonesian Muslims. The Tafsrr al-Mnnar, for in-
stance, was used especially for advanced students in modern Is-
iamic educational institutions in West Sumatra, the Sumatra Tha-
walib Schools of both Padang Panjang and Parabek (Noer 1973:
46-47). These two schools, established by Haji Rasul in 1921 and
Ibrahim Musa tn 1927 respectively, provided Islamic education
whilst adopting modern methods and faciiities-such as a system
of classes, the use of schools desks and the seminar system of teach-
ing-and included in their curricula modern sciences, aiong with
the traditional subjects of Islamic knowledge (Junus: 7979:73-77).
Hence. both schools, and other modern Islamic schoois established
during that period, emerged as leading centres for the spread of
Islamic reform in Indonesia in the early twentieth century (Noer
7973: 42-47; Daya: 7995).
In addition, the increasing influence of Cairo can be found in
the religious books published and circulated in early twentieth
century Indonesia. The works of 'Abduh were transiated into
Malay and also the javanese language, and were availabie in pub-
lic bookstores and libraries. They also appeared in the advertising
columns of dailies and periodicals. The list of books and periodi-
cals by Ockeleon, which was based on his research from 1870 to
1.937, mentioned five of 'Abduh's books (Ockeleon 1'939/40:7-2).
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They were: AI-IsInm T.ua Nachraniyah atau lslnm dan Kristen pada nxen-
yatakan siknp kedoennyn terhadap pada ilmoe pengetahoean (wetenschap-
pen) dan peradnban (beschauing), (Batavia: Drukkerij Boro-Budur,
1,926); Tnfsir " AI-Fntifuth", (Batavia: Drukkerij Boro-Budur, 7925);
Tafsier al-Qoeran al-Hnkint, Djoezoe' Alief Lnam Miem, (Batavia: Druk-
kerij Boro-Budur, 7925); Tafsier zua aI-'Asri, (Batavia: Drukkerij
Boro-Budur, 1.925); llnrce Tnuhid, (Yogyakarta: Harmonie, 7928);
and Ngilmoe Tnuchid, in javanese (Solo 1929-7937).
The Ideological Journals and Newspapers
"Newspaper is the light of reason, the window of knowledge, the teacher
of those who need guidance, the mission for all people..." (AI-Inum5,I,17
November 1906).
[However,] for us, people of this place, there has as yet been no single
newspaper or journal that could lead our people in particular, or us
Sumatrans ln general, on the way of promoting understanding about the
religion of Islam (Al Mtnir I, I, April 1911, cited Laffan 2003:175).
In addition to disseminating islamic reform, the pioneer jour-
nals, Al-Int{mt and AI-MtLnir, as revealed in the above quotations,
paid attention to the importance of publications in the Islamic
movement. These journals made a major contribution in that they
laid down the foundations for the rise of publications as an organ
of Islamic movements. Subsequent to these journals, other period-
icals and newspapers appeared in Indonesia, which were published
in affiliation with certain Islamic reform organisations that began
to emerge in the early twentieth century. These "ideological pub-
lications" seem to have constituted the second phase in the histo-
ry of Islamic publications in Indonesia. Although still founded in
the spirit of reform, these pr,rblications, as I will discuss below,
aimed to present the ideological position and the activities of var-
ious organizations, as well as spreading Islamic reform.
We begin with Muhammadiyah. Founded in 18 November 7972,
Muhammadiyah was, and still is, one of the leading Islamic re-
formist organizations in Indonesian Islam. Ahmad Dahlan (1858-
7923), its founder, initially had contact with Islamic reform when
he was a student of Ahmad Khatib in Mecca in 1930. Although not
sourced directly from Muhammad 'Abduh, in theological terms
(Lubis L993; Laffan 2003: 769-70), the spirit of reform that the two
pioneer iournais advocated created the conditions that perhaps
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inspired Dahlan to establish Muhammadiyah. His upbringing in
the urban centre of Yogyakarta (Darban 1980) and his close friend-
ship with the modern priyayi group of Budi Utomo (Nagzumi 1972)
led Dahlan to engage in the project of Islamic reform through
Muhammadiyah. Hence, Muhammadiyah developed its program
of reform, mainly through building modern education systems,
purifying Muslim religious practices, and creating publications.25
Bintang Islnm is the first periodical to mention in this collection
of publications. It was published in 7923 by prominent members
of Muhammadiyah and Sarekat Islam (SI), another modern Islam-
ic organization that I will discuss below. H' Fachrodin and HOS
Tjokroaminoto (from Muhammadiyah and SI respectively) were
the editors of this journal. Published fortnightly, Bintnng Islzm was
designed mainly to espouse the religious and social affairs of In-
donesian Muslims, in addition to informing the audience about
international events in other Muslim countries throughout the
world. In 1924 the Yogyakarta members of Muhammadiyah and
SI also published another journal, Bendera Islnn. Also published
fortnightly, with HOS Tjokroaminoto as its Editor-in-Chief, this
journal was intended as the channel for disseminating the reform-
ist ideas and activities of Muhammadiyah and SI. It is said that
this journal was aimed at "defending the nation and the father-
land on the basis of Islam".
In line with the expansion of this organization, other journals,
published by many branches of Muhammadiyah, appeared- The
Muhammadiyah branch in Solo, Central java, published Adil frorn
7932 to 7942.In Jakarta, the Muhammadiyah branch had Pantajn'
rnn Annl as their journal from 1936 to \939. The same was true for
Muhammadiyah in East Java. In Boyolali, Muhammadiyah mem-
bers pubiished al-Kirom tn 7928 as an official medium. It lasted
only one year. In Malang, the youth section of Muhammadiyah
founded Ichtiynr as their journal, which was also published for one
year (1.937-1938). Other journals and newspapers that belonged to
the Muhammadiyah movement were Al-Chair (7926) in Surakarta,
SoengoerLting Moehnmntndijnh (7927-7929) in Yogyakarta, and Szuara
Islnm (1937-1933) in Semarang.
Persatuan islam (Persis), established by Ahmad Hassan in7928,
is another organization that was involved in publishing. Compared
to Muhammadiyah-which preferred to spread its ideas quietly and
peacefully-Persis enjoyed public debates and polemics' Persis was
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in favour of challenging those who did not agree with its ideas and
standpoints to debates (Noer 1973: 90). Publications became the main
concern of Persis, besides public debates.26 They defended the posi-
tion of the organization and put forward challenges to its opponents.
Thus, the publications of Persis, mainly magazines, obviously ex-
pressed the ideological position of the organizalon, and also provid-
ed its audience with activists' commentary on their investigations
into religious doctrines and practices. Hence, Federspiel (2001,: 92)
called the magazines of Persis "ideological" in nature, in that they
served as the backbone of Persis' reputation within the Indonesian
Muslimcommunity.
The first periodical published by Persis was Pembeln Islam. First
published in 1929, this bimonthly journal was intended to uphold
the cause of Islam, both by responding to attacks made on Islam and
by spreading Persis ideas. Pentbeln Islnm had a circulation of about
2,000,largely in modernist circles, in particular to supporters of Mu-
hammadiyah and Al-Irsyad in many areas in Indonesia, and some in
the Malay South of Thailand (Federspiel 2007:92-93). Articles and
other compositions published inPenfuela Islamwere mostly concerned
with religious affairs, with an emphasis on proper religious practices
and rituals in Muslim life, in addition to issues concerning social and
political spheres. Pentbela Islnm ceased publication in 1935 after pro-
ducing a total of 71 editions from its first appearance in1929.27
Persis' second journal was al-Fataua. It was first published in
November 1931, dealing exclusively with religious questions from
Muslims, without taking up issues with non-Muslim groups. This jour-
nal had a circulation of about 1,000, and was widely read in many
areas of Indonesia and Malaysia (Noer 7973:91). As its name implies,
al-Fatazun was designed for religious consultation and requests for
instruction (istifta'), especially among Persis members and Indone-
sian Muslims in general, and also included reprints of some of the
articles from Pentbela lslam. This monthly journal issued twenty edi-
tions before it ceased publication in 1933 (Federspiel 2001: 93). The
periodical Sual-Djazuab, which appeared in the 1930s, was perhaps a
replacement for al-Fatnzue. The content of Sual-Djawab was almost
the same as that of al-Fntazon It published articles in the form of ques-
tions and answers that were submitted by its readets, and dealt main-
ly with issues concerning religior-rs practices (Noer 1973:97-92).
Sarekat Islam (SI) is another organization that contributed to the
rise of ideological publications. SI was founded in 79L1, in the spirit
of the emerging Muslims traders of Solo who had their own organi-
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zatior., Sarekat Dagang Islam (SDI).28 Therefore, compared to Mu-
hammadiyah and Persis, SI had economic and political characteristics
from the time of its inception. This political nature became even stron-
ger with the rise of H.O.S. Tjokroaminoto to the top position of SI in
7976. SI therefore contributed to the field of publishing by engaging
the islamic periodicals and newspapers in the political movement, as
I will show below.
Oetusnn Hindia was the first publication of SI. This daily news-
paper was published in 1913 in Surabaya by prominent SI mem-
bers, with Tjokroaminoto as its editor. A few months later, on
January 1913, another SI periodical, Hindia Seriknt, was published
in Bandung, West Java, under the editorship of leading SI mem-
bers: Abdoel Moeis, Soewardi Soerjaningrat, and Lembana Wign-
jadisastra (Adam 1995:771-172). In Batavia, Goenawan, the chair-
man of the local SI published Pnntjaran Warta in \973, after an SI-
affiliated publishing company 
-N.V. Java Boekhandel en Druk-kerij Sedio Leksono- purchased it from the Chinese owner of the
Seng Hoat publishing company. Hence, Panjnrnn Warta became the
publication of the SI branch in Batavia. In the same year, the SI
branch of Semarang, Central ]ava, also managed to purchase the
firm's printing press and began publishing the newspaper Sinar
Djazua. Raden Moehammad ]oesoep, the Vice-President of Sema-
rang SI, became the editor of the newspaper. Sinnr Diaua ceased
publication in 1918, and it then transformed into Sinar Hindia until
1.924 (Adam 1.995: 172).
In 191,6 Tjokroaminoto published and became the editor of a
monthly journal, Al Islsm, with Abdullah Ahmad of Al-Munir frorn
Padang as co-editor. Founded in Solo, Central Java, this journal
became an official channel of the SI branch in Solo. First published
on 15 June 1916, Al-lslnm was designed to facilitate the Islamic
political movement of SI, as "the voice of Tndies Musiims who love
their religion and their homeland" (tenryat soeara annk Hindia jnng
tjinta pada igama dan tanah ajernyn). Al-Islam strongly emphasised
the urgency of creating progress (kennjuan) for Indonesian Mus-
lims, elaborating on the Islamic doctrines that serve as the princi-
ple driving force of progress (Laffan 2003:778-179). Al-Islnm had a
specific important role as the movement's publication. It present-
ed a newly emerging trend in Islamic reform, which became in-
creasingly integrated into the political movement of the Muslims
of the Indies. With Abdullah Ahmad as its co-editor, the reform-
ist spirit of Al-Munir was taken to be the main concetn of Al-IsInm.
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But this spirit was translated into the framework of the political
movement (gerakan bumi putera), embodying the radicai attiiudes
of Tjokroaminoto (Noer 1973: 1.08).
The political tone of AI-IsInm is an indication of the rise of a new
trend in SI in 1916, as it became increasingly engaged in political af-
fairs. Tjokroaminoto is credited as being the person most responsible
for the establishment of the political nature of the SI movement. He
transformed the concerns of SI from developing the "welfare, pros-
pefity, and greatness of the corTntry", into an attempt to "strive for
self-governance, or at least lndonesians being given the right to ex-
press their voices in political aftairs" (Noer 7973: 1,04,112). Hence,
under the leadership of Tjokroaminoto, SI contributed to turning the
kaum muda spirit of reform in Al-MtLnir into a politicaily oriented
movement. AI-Islam functioned as an effective medium for building
the political nature of Islamic reform. In Al-IsIam, the "Muslim people
of the Indies" began to be introduced as a nation (bangsa lslam tanah
Hindia) in a political sense, and 
-more 
importantly- this was stressed
as an objective of Cairo-based Islamic reform.
Of course, Al-Islam was not the only journal voicing the political
concerns of SI. In the same year that it started publishing, three other
journals belonging to SI were published. Abdoel Moeis 
-a leadingSI member and the editor of Hindia Snreknt in Bandung- published
the daily l,{eratjn in }akarta, together with Hadji Agus Salim, an im-
portant SI leader. First published in 791.6, Neratja was deliberately
presented as the voice of the SI political movement. For instance, the
idea of "nationalism" that Abdoel Moeis presented in the first na-
tional congress of SI (20-27 October 7977) 
-that it had to be thefoundation for the "independence of the nation and the Country"-
was paid much attention by Nerntja (22 October 7977).In addition,
this daily was dedicated to providing news and opinions concerning
the political aspirations of SI. Neratja stopped publication tn 7924 and
transformed rnto Hindia Baru, with Hadji Agus Salim as its chief ed-
itor. Like Nerntja, Hindin Baru also ftinctioned as a channel for voicing
the political concerns and aspirations of SI and was published until
1926. Another SI journal from the same year was Simpaj.It was a
fortnightly journal, published in Bandung by those who declared
themselves as the "kntLm nuLda" of SI, and Simpnjwas their publica-
tion for supporting the SI movement (penjokong geraknn SI). V\4rile in
Semarang, Mas Marco Kartodikromo 
-who is well known for his
critical attitudes towards the Dutch goverrunent- published Snroto-
nn in 7976, also as the voice of SI (xuaranipoen Sareknt Islant).
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The Rise of Islamic Books
The discussion above provides us with strong evidence of the
increasing importance of publications, mainly in the form of peri-
odicals and newspapers, in the development of islam in the early
twentieth century. They constituted a category of Islamic reform
with which new ideas in Islam penetrated the hearts of Muslims
in Malay-Indonesia. Added to this was the fact that the growth in
the number of urban Muslims in many areas in Indonesia was the
result of the process of modernisation carried out by the coloniai
government. They became the audience for the Islamic teachings
presented in the journals and periodicals and other Islamic publi-
cations. Hence, the journals and periodicals had their own com-
munities, the readers, who were different from the readers of the
classical religious books (kitnb ktuting) circuiated in the traditional
pesantren and surntr. Presenting Islam in the Malay language, the
journals and periodicals firmly established themselves as a source
of Islamic guidance for urban Muslims.
The important role of journals and periodicals was further
strengthened by the arrival of islamic books. The previously cited
sttrdy by Ockeleon (7939) supplies an obviotts fact: that the Isiamic
books published in early twentieth century Indonesia were not
only great in number but they were also concerned with almost
all disciplines of Isiamic knowledge found in the kitnb ktuting of
the traditional Islamic institutions, the pesnntren and surnu. Here
are some examples of the Islamic books in Ockeleon's study, clas-
sified according to various disciplines of Islamic knowiedge in the
kitab kuning.
The first are the books on Arabic language. The books in this
category, which provide instructions on how to study Arabic, were
written in Malay by Malay-Indonesian scholars, with some trans-
lated from Arabic sources. They include Djalan ke Qoeran (pengajn-
ran BaluscL Arnb dnnNalnt,oenya), (Yogyakarta: Penjiaran Islam, 1936),
vol. IV, by A.D. Haanie; Pengndjaran bahnsa Arnb I Granmtaticnrtja,
(Yogyakarta-Pekalongan: Kita, 1.931.), r.ol. II, by A.D. Haanie and
Moehammad Farid Wadjdi; Achmad bin Abdullah Assagaff's, Kitab
akan belndjar menrbntja dan ntenoelis toelisan Arab di terangkan dengatt
bnhasn Melajoe hoeroef Woelanda, (Surabaya: Perkumpulan al-Is-
lamiyah, 7978); Fadloe'llah Moehammad and B. TH. Brondgeest's
Kamoes Arnb-Melnjoe, (Batavia'. Volkslectuur Batavia, nd), 4 vols;
and Siradjuddin 'Abbas's Hintpoennn Peribahnsn Inggris, Belnndn,
'Arab dnn MinnngknbatL, (Djlld I, (Port de Kock: Ts. Ichwan,1934).
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The following can be categorised as the fiqh books: Abu Dard-
ar1's Kitnb'I salat (Poerbalingga: Persatuan Muhammadiyah, 1926);
Sajid Oemar bin Alaoei Alatas's Zakatoel Fitir (Batavia: Drukkerij
Boro-Br-rdur,7925); Bnb Djinadjahby Soeharti binti M. Ihsan (nd.
Np); Persatuan Islam's Boekoe aosan solctt (Soenda) kangge ntoerangkalih
sareng anoe nentbe belndjar salat, (Bandung: Bagian Tama Pustaka-
Persis, 1935),2"d edition. A. Hassan, the Persis leader, wrote sev-
eral manual books on Islamic rituals: "Al-Boerhan", (the fiqh book irt
Soendnnese langtLage adapted from "nl-Burhan" in Malny lnnguage),
(Bandung: Persis, 7929),2vols; Kitab Fiqh "al-Boerhett", (Bandung:
Persis, 1928/29),2 vols; Kitab Riba, (Bandung: Persis, 1.932); Peng-
adjnran salat, (Bandung: Persis,7929); and Pendahoeloean dqn risalnh
djoent'nh oentoek kitab khoethbah djoem'ah, (Bandung: Persis, 1.934).
Other books worth mentioning here are: Abd al-Malik Siddik's
Mabadi nl-fikhiyah, (Pajacombo: Druk Limbago Minangkab au, + 1929);
Abd al-Mannan Burhan al-Din's Al-Snlsalntu I-dhnhnbiynh fi l-durusi
l-nahzuiynh, Djttz I, (Padang "Tirnoer", 7930); and A. Karim Am-
roellah's AlQawloesh Shshih (Yogyakarta, Persatuan Muhammad-
iyah,7920).
Books on Qur'anic commentary also circulated in Indonesia in
the early twentieth century. In addition to the books on tnfs+r by
Muhammad 'Abduh cited earlier, there were several books writ-
ten by other Muslim scholars: Abdul Karim Amroellah's Al-Boer-
han. Mentapsirkan doea poeloeh doen soerat dnri pnda al-Qoernn (Bukit
Tinggi: Tsamaratoel-Ichwan, 1930) 2"d edition; " Gnjntoel-Bajn",
Nerangketm harti nnksoed sareng rahnsiah-rahnsinh Qw-nn Soetji by
Moehammad Anwar Sanusi (Garoet: Papandayan, 7934); Boekoe
tnfsir soerat ichlnsby H. Fachrodin (Dokja: Persatuan Muhammadi-
jah,7928); A. Hassan's Tnfsir al-Foerqnn, (Bandr-rng: Persls, 1928),
which was translated into the Sundanese language in 1930.
The next category of the Islamic books is theology and Sufism.
In addition to the ll.tya 'Ulnnt al-Drn by a\-Ghazdh, many books by
other scholars were circulated. These include: H.A. Malik Karim
Amrtrllah's Arkanoe'l-intan dengnn jalnn sonl-djaunb (Makassar:
(Drukk. Al-Mahdi, 1933) and his Sendi Innn Tinng Selnnnt, (Bukit
Tinggi: Tsamaratoel-Ichwan, 1,930), 3'd edition. Abdullah Ahmad
wrote three books on this subject: Ilntoe Sedjatl, (Padang: al-Moe-
nir,1970), vol. I-IV, Pentboeka Pintoe Soerga (Vol I. Padang, al-Moe-
nir, 7974), and Titian kesoergn, Kitab oetsoeloeddin, (Padang, al-Moe-
nir 1.976). Tengkoe Fachroeddin also wrote three books, Kitnb fat-
h'ldjalil Sjarch 'lchnlil ('ilmu tnuhid) (Medan: Iniandsche Drr-rkerij,
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7934), Risnlah Kannl 'l-iman (KesemptLrnaan Iman) (Medan: Sinar Deli,
7934), and Risalah "Koetoeb 'Imoe badi', IImrL oesoeloeddin bagi orang
jang perntoelaan (Medan: Sinar Deli 1934). The books that deal di-
rectly with Sufism were written by Sjarafoe'ddin Maneri, who
produced Tnsaoef dalnm agamn Islnm, (Batar.ia: Indon. Drukkerij,
7916), and Sjihaboeddin Effendi Idris with hrs llnrce Rohani (padang
Pandjang, Druk. Tandikat, 1930).
In relation to the hadtth we can mention the translation of the
standard work on the subject, which was also known in pesant-
rens, Abo. Abdillah Mullammad bin Isma'tl al-Bukharr's Hndits Tnr-
djnmah Melajoe, Diterjemahkan oleh Marzuon lboe Ati (Dojgjakarta:
Kemajuan Isiam, 1936), vol. I-6, 8. Other works were written by
Abi Haiban, including Boekoe Ahndith al-Nabnzuiynh (The Book of al-
Ahddtth al-Nnbazuiyyah), (Yogyakarta: Muhammadiyah Bagian
Taman Pustaka, 7922/23); Abdoellatif Soekoer's 'Ahadlth al-Na-
bawiyyah P erkoentpoelan S eriboe hadis-hadis N abi s.o.tu., ntengnndoeng
beberapa hndis yang bnik-baik teratoer ntenoeroet hoeroep edjann. yol I.(Bukit Tinggi: Drukkerij Tsamaratoel-Ichwan, 7926); and A.D.
Haanie produced Dlazunhiroel-Boechnrie, Part I, (Yogyakarta: Kita,
7e31).
These books from Ockeleon's list 
-in addition to many otherbooks on other subjects, as weli as periodicals and newspapers-
sufficiently prove the increasing role of publications in presenting
Isiam to new Muslim audiences in the urban areas of Indonesia.
Taking into account the areas of concern mentioned above, these
publications began to appear as the main sources of information in
urban Musiims' religious life, and played a similar role to that of
the kitnb kuning in the pesantren, strrrnL and traditional Muslim com-
munities in general. Thus, these publications contributed to the
formation of a new Muslim community, with their mode of reli-
gious ideas and practices different from those of the traditional
Mr-rslims from the pesantren artd srLrtnt. With this, the Isiamic re-
form movement created a stronghoid in the urban Muslim com-
munity.
Concluding Remarks
In this final section I will pay attention to one other important
aspect in the emergence of Islamic publications. The development
of Islamic reform, in which publications played a major role, led
to the creation of a space within which Muslims with different
outlooks and orientations became involved in a struggle to define
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Islamic standards in Indonesia. Alongside the development of
publications, Muslims in early twentieth century Indonesia began
to engage in debates on religious issues, contested opinions and
interpretations of Islam that were entrenched in their different
backgrounds of religious education and world views. Thus, po-
lemics, debates, discussions and contests were a major feature of
the development of Isiam during the early twentieth century.
The issues that emerged in debates and contests covered many
important aspects of Islamic teachings. The cases of legal reason-
rng (ijtihad), the attributes of God (sifat-sifnt Tuhnn), blind obedi-
ence to the Islamic schoois of thought (tnqlrd), instructions to the
dead (tnlqtn) and visiting the graveyard (ziarah ke nmknnr), were
among the most disputed matters (Noer 1.973; Federspiel 2001:
53-66). The contested issues in turn widened in scope and sub-
stance, so that they began to concern not only religion but also
social and political affairs. Debates about the relationship between
Islam and nationaiism and even communism can be taken as ex-
amples (Federspiel 7970: 38-39; Shirasihi 1,990).
These developments can be explained by the fact that the pub-
iications provided Muslims with easy and broad access to Islamtc
teachings; Muslims began learning Islam without attending and stay-
ing in pesantren and surnu, which had been credited as the most au-
thoritative centres for Islamic learning in Indonesia (Dhofier 1982).
Musiims could instead find religious books, journals, and newspaper
in bookshops, libraries, and other places that had previously hardly
been associated, from a traditional point of view, with Islamic learn-
ing. Moreover, through these publications Islam was delivered in a
more vernacular manner and was more everyday in its naturre. The
sacred aspects of the Islamic classical texts began to decrease with the
acceptance of modern publications (Robinson 1,993:229-351).'ze This
process was even more pertinent in the case of publishing translated
editions of certain classical Islamic texts, which had previously been
limitedly used and which were circulated exclusively among religious
eiites. Thr-rs reading the hadith and the manual practices of Islamrc
rituals cotrld be carried not only in pesantren in the presence of 'tLlama',
but also in schools and houses.
Wiih this development, the Islamic reform movement contribut-
ed to the growth of a new mode of religious thinking based on these
publications. For the urban Muslims, oral tradition, which had been
firmly established in the transmission of islamic knowledge, began
to be replaced by written texts. Books, journals, newspapers and pam-
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phlets, not merely the speeches by the 'ulama' inpesantren arrd sLffau,
contributed to the production of religious meaning. In other words,
print culture, not the traditional oral culture,began to constitute the
main element of Muslims' learning and understanding of Islamic teach-
ings (Eisens etln 1979). Of note is the fact that these publications gave
rise to the reconfiguration of Islamic religious authority. As Eickel-
man suggested in the case of Morocco, the respected position of the
'ulama ', who derived their authority from learning in pesantren from
a recognized shaikh, began to erode in urban Muslim communities
(Eickleman 7992:645-652). The new source of religious authority was
established with the printing press, not merely with the 'ulann' of
pesantrens.
Thus, the Islamic reform movement created the fragmentation
of religious authority, which had previously been monopolised
by the 'ulama'in their traditional institutions. With this, the Is-
lamic reform movement contributed to the formation of an impor-
tant foundation for the rise of "civic pluralism",30 and 
-it can be
assumed- to the growth of "civil society" in Indonesia.
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1. For further discussion on these subjects, see Dhofier (1982), t'an Bruinessen
(1,99 4: 226-9), Steenbrink (1 984).
2. In this article, Geertz identified the 'tilanfi'as limited to "the local Muslim
teachers", or k41ais in Java, and juxtaposed them with the "metropolitan-
based intellegentia", including the reformst Muslims. See aiso Hiokoshi
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instance van Langen (1986:54-9),Ito (1984: 155-60), Milner (7983:24-29),
Rahim (1998), van Bruinessen (1995), Hisyam (2001:20-35).
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institution, mandaln, which functioned as sites of mystical meditation (de
Graaf dan Pigeaud 7989:246). Other scholars credit desa perdikarr 
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as the basis of pesnntren (Fokkens 1886: 478-480; Schrieke 1919:391'-432;
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Bruinessen 1,995: 25-26; Steenbrink 1984: 169).
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269,910 Indonesians who had the opportunlty to go to school in 1900. See
Ricklefs (2007 : 202-3).
77. Bintang Hindinwas published with the intenion of "promoting the culturai
devekrpment of the indigenous population and strengthening the bond
between the Netherlands and her colonies." For furtherdiscussion on the
polltics of publishing this journal, see Adam (1995: 98-107), Laffan (2003: 95-
12. It is worth mentioning here that, besides Thaher Djalaluddin, other ldiualr
noted as studying at al-Azhar included Ahmad bin Muhammad Zain bin
Mustafa al-Fatani, a 19th century Patani tLlnnn'(Matheseon and Hooker
1988: 29-30), and To' Kenali or Muhammad Yusof (Salleh 1975: 87-100) one
t'rf leading figures of Majlis Ugama in Kelantan, Malaysia (Roff 1975: 101 -
7s2).
13. For an extensive discussion on "print-culture", see for instance Eisenstein
(1979: chapter two); Fawzi (1993).
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14. The fatua column of AI-Manar indicated that this journal received istfta'
from Muslim countries throughout the world. See al-Munajjid and Khoury
(1970).
15. For further discussion on the aims and objectives of the journal AI-Imam,
see also Roff (1967:56), Hamzah (1997:28-29).
16. For further discussion on these editors of Al-Imam, see for instance Roff
(1967: 60-65), Noer (1973: 33-35), Hamzah (7991: 179-738), Azra (1991: 83-
87).
77.For an extensive discussion on the Islamic reform movement in West
Sumatra, see Abdullah (1971;1'972:126-178); also B.J.O Schrieke (1973).
18. AI-Mtu'ir was the first journal to appear after Al-Imnm in Indonesia. In
Malaysia, Neratja appeared in 1911 and Tunas Melayu in 1913, both of
which were edited by H. Abbas, the former editor of Al-Imant. See Roff
(1.972:7-B\.
19. For further discussion on the foundatronof Al-Mttnir, see also Yunus Ham-
ka (1958), Alfian (1989: 108), Dlaja (1966:11,700), Ab (1997:26)
20. For the general contents of these two journals, see Roff (7967:56-59),
Hamzah (1991:27-22), Noer (1973: 39-40), Azra (7997: 87-96), Ali (7997).
21. 'Abduh offered his commentary on several verses of the Qur'an. Rash+d
Rida, who attended and took notes on 'Abduh's lectures at al-Azat, contin-
ued his work after 'Abduh died in 1905. The Manar commentary, with the
complete trt|,eTafslr al-Qur'dn al-Hakrm al-MrLslttnlnr bi-Tnfsrr al-MarLar, was
published for the first time in its present form in 7925. For further discus-
sion on the nature of tinis tat'slr , see Jansen (197 4: 23-24) , also Adams (1968:
273).
22. For further discussion on this subject, see also Laffan (1996: 156-175;2003:
160-165). This indicated the emerging influence of Meiji Japan on the for-
mation of nationalism in Indonesia, as was also the case in Cairo' For
Tokyo-oriented voices in AI-Imam, see Andaya (7997:123-156).
23. The wearing of European dress by Muslims became a highly debated issue
in Malay-Indonesia in the early twentieth century, as distinct identities for
Muslims who were opposed to Europeans and those who became familiar
with the European lifestyle developed in the soclal and political discourses
of the area. For further discussion on this subject see van Dljk (1993: 39-83).
Nico Kaptein (2003) wrote an article on almost the same issue from the
point of viewpoint of fatrud, including the fatroa in Al-Mtutir -
24. The local 'ulama 'that this istit'ta'refers to is Chatib Ali, a traditio^alrst'alin1
in West Sumatra who opposed the reformist movement. He forbade the
wea ri n s of F,r r ronea n dress and accused the kmnt nu Ldn (the reformist' ulnmd')
of allowing Muslims to wear ties in order to appear the same as Christians.
See Kaptein (2003: 6).
25. For a discussion on Muhammadiyah, see also Alfian (1989), Peacock (1978).
26. Persis is reported to have held public debates, the most significant of which
were those with Ahmadiyah Qadiyani, concerning the latter's claim that its
founder was a prophet and other similar theological questions. They also
held debates with traditionalist organizations like al-Ittihad ai-lslamlyah in
Sukabumi, West Java, as well as with the NU 'ulamd'in Cirebon. See Noer(7973:90).
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Quoting Atjeh (1957: 221), Federspiel wrote that Pembela Islam lost rts Ii-
cense to publish due to a strongly worded rebuttai against Christian writ-
ers, in response to an article attacking Islam. See Federspiel (2001: 93).
SDI was founded in 16 October 1905, with Hadji Samanhoeddi, a promr
nentbatik trader from Solo, as its first leader. See Noer (1973:102).
For an example of the experiences of another Muslim country, Morocco,
see A. AbdukazakFawzi (1990).
See Dale F. Eickelman and Jon W. Anderson (1999: 1-8; and 1'997:77-103).
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